Abstract. This paper discusses the use of polynomial time algorithm for solving the distribution path optimization of unit load automatic distribution system which was used in storage systems commonly, under the condition of specified goods consolidation and rectilinear norm movement mode, establishes the mathematical models according to the characteristics, uses the main circuit which is formed by the algorithm's directed graph as the optimal solution of the model problem, the time complexity of the algorithm is , so it has great practical value.
Introduction
The goods homework also called picking is the activities of Warehousing and distribution center remove goods from the goods shelves according to customer orders under the name of goods, quantity and storage, and put in a specified location, complete user requirements of distribution, its purpose is to set the required goods correctly and quickly. So the research and application of distribution operation's operation method has a strong practical significance to improve storage efficiency.
Many factors affect the efficiency of distribution work, can be divided into external factors and internal factors, the former mainly includes market channels, customer demand mode, supplier replenishment mode and so on, the latter mainly refers to the configuration of the distribution center, including the distribution and storage strategy of distribution system, the choice of distribution operation method and so on. There are four major categories of distribution system according to the different choice of shelf and picking equipment and other hardware facilities [1] : the traditional ) (n O rectangular distribution system, MOB distribution system which staff and distribution equipment cooperate with each other, unit load automatic distribution system which sorting and storage operations cross and carousel distribution system. In recent years, the research mainly includes [2] ： the optimization problem of the fixed goods shelf picking up is TSP (traveling salesman problem), finding the optimal or sub optimal path by using the heuristic rule, the maximal algebra method and the improved Hopfield neural network method; the optimization problem of the access path of the single servo layered horizontal rotating shelf system by using the improved simulated annealing algorithm; the optimization problem of the access path of the double servo layered horizontal rotating shelf system by using genetic algorithm. This paper mainly discusses the distribution path optimization of unit load automatic distribution system which was used in storage systems commonly, under the condition of specified goods consolidation and rectilinear norm movement mode, and uses polynomial time algorithm to solve the problem.
Problem description and model establishment
The optimization of path or sequence can help the picking person obtain optimal or satisfactory goods distribution order，then save the picking time, shorten the picking distance [3] . The problem can be described as follows：
Known： (1)The specific location of the sorting system (2)A set of selected items and the storage location of the selected areas (3)Collection point location, centralized or decentralized, fixed or variable Constraint：(1)Order picking personnel path movement, it can be a straight line, the European movement mode and so on.
(2)Picking method, a pick up all the items returned, picking the next item after picking a set of goods returned Target：picking the shortest time or minimum path Assume that picking task is chosen from sorting area n class items A 1 ， A 2 ， …， A n ， these items are stored separately in the sorting area 1 P ， 2 P ，…， n P ， and the set point of the goods are ,
, the location parameter is known. Assume that the i A item is specified at the point of collection point i P , taking the direction of the truck as the X axis, the anchor point of the picking equipment is set up to establish a rectangular coordinate system, get the position coordinates ： coordinate of storage location in sorting area are ( , ), j=1,2…,n; coordinates of set point i P are( i x ,0), i=1,2,…,n; coordinates of the anchor point are( 0 x = 0 x =0,y 0 =0) [4] . Picking equipment choose goods j A after picking goods i A , according to rectilinear norm movement mode, the mobile route of the picking device includes the path from the point of collection i P to the storage location j P for loading j A which is represent as , and the path from the storage location j P to the point of collection j P for transporting goods j A which is represent as , total as +
Z =1（j=0,1,2,…,n; i=0,1,2,…,n），otherwise ij Z =0.Set the total path of picking equipment to complete all picking operations return to the starting point as
Where is a fixed value, let F = [5] .Set up an integer programming model:
|S| represents the number of elements in the set S；Formula (1) is the goal to achieve; the constraints (2) and (3) guarantee the picking for each distribution goods occurs only once；formula (4) can effectively prevent picking equipment from picking up all items before returning to the starting point; formula (5) indicates that the decision variables are only 0 or 1.The model includes n 2 two element decision variables and 2 n+1 +n-2 constraints [6] .
Problem solving
The time complexity of the general algorithm to solve the integral linear programming is the exponential function of the scale of the problem, the computing time is too large for large scale problems，so polynomial time algorithm is used to solve the problem [7] .
Firstly, all the storage sites are mapped to the corresponding point j p (j=0,1,…,m) on the X axis according to the horizontal coordinate k x (k=0,1,…,n), and p m = , P 0 is the starting point for picking goods, the moving path of replenishment operation corresponding to the direction arc from X axis point of coordinate to point of coordinate j x , its weight is the part of the objective function F , there are total n of the directed arc, and the value is fixed which has nothing to do with decision variables, use the solid line to express on the graph; the mobile path of return to load after picking out i A mapped to the direction arc from point of coordinate i x to point of coordinate, its weight is the part of the objective function F , the value varies with the decision variable, use the dotted line to express on the graph. Make express X axis line between two consecutive points and , the value is the distance between two points [8] .
According to the constraint condition, the model can be converted to [9] : increase the number of the imaginary arc properly in the directed graph which has m points and n fixed real directed 
arc(j=0,1,…,m), connect real directed arc to construct the shortest directed European circuit which through all fixed directed arc only once, the value of the directed arc is the distance of the through line segment. Define any path of starting and terminating at the same point as the circuit；the circuit which contain all fixed (real) directed arc is the complete circuit；the directed circuit which start from the point 0 p and return to point 0 p is the main circuit; the directed arcs of the same direction of the X axis as the forward arcs, on the contrary is the back arc. According to the nature of the directed Euler circuit: in the complete circuit, the numbers of forward and backward arcs which through any line segment are equal. So the essence of solving the model problem is minimizing the sum of weights of the other directed arcs which add on the original direction graph x.
Design algorithm Ⅰ [1] : connect all fixed directed arcs, calculate the number of forward and backward arcs and by any line segment .If = =0，adding a forward and backward arc to the line segment ; if ≠ ，adding the number of dotted directed arc to the line segment . The directed graph constructed by this algorithm is the optimal solution of the model problem after the relaxation of the constraint condition (4); if the main circuit is the complete circuit, the directed graph is the optimal solution of the problem model. But in general, the main circuit does not include all fixed (real) directed arcs, such as the main circuit separates with the two parallel sub circuits, the main circuit separates with the series ion circuit, see figure 1,2 below: So design the algorithm II [1] ，construct a new directed arc connecting these sub circuits to the main circuit, make the main circuit to form a complete circuit. The algorithm idea is：how to use the new directed arc of shortest weights to connect these separated sub circuit to form the needed complete circuit.
(1)Let j=0 A separate sub circuit exists in the graph, the directed main circuit did not contain all of the fixed directed arcs, so the algorithm II was used to construct directed arc to the two separated sub circuit. and p 7 as shown in figure 5 , then form the directed graph main which main circuit includes all fixed directed arcs . From Figure 5 the main circuit (the optimal directed Euler circuit) was:p 0 ->p 6 ->p 5 ->p 4 ->p 7 ->p 3 ->p 2 ->p 9 ->p 8 ->p 1 ->p 0 , reflected back to the corresponding storage sites, can get the order picking route ：D->A 3 ->B 3 ->A 4 ->B 4 ->A 2 ->B2->A5->B5->A1->B1->D, the total path to move of picking equipment was1380 meters. 
Conclusions
This paper study the use of polynomial time algorithm for solving the distribution path optimization of unit load automatic distribution system , under the condition of specified goods consolidation and rectilinear norm movement mode，The main circuit formed by the directed graph of the algorithm is the optimal solution of the model problem, the time complexity of the algorithm are all ) (n O , the computation time is very short, and has great practical value.
